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ABSTRACT

We propose to measure spin correlations C/V,N,O,O due to the transverse polarizations
of both colliding particles in the dp —• 3He7r° and dp —* '^Herf reactions at LHE
Accelerator Complex.

These measurements could allow to perform the complete experiment in case of collincar
kinematics and direct reconstruction of amplitudes describing these processes. The val-
ues of these polarization observables at threshold are predicted.

1. Introduction

Meson production and absorption belongs to the most fundamental reactions
in the intermediate energy physics. On the one hand, since the absorption of meson
is kinematically forbidden on a free nucleon and strongly suppressed in nuclei by the
momentum conservation, this process requires the participation of at least two nucle-
ons; on the other hand, this process is sensitive to large-momentum components in (lie
relative wave function of the nucleons and therefore may have a sensitivity to small
relative distances, where non-nucleonic degrees of freedom may become essential.

The pion absorption on two nucleons is the dominant mode. The isoscalar
absorption is stronger by an order of magnitude than the isovector one '• a . This
mechanism dominates mainly via an intermediate AN state and masks the NN-
correlations. But information about TV TV-correlations may be obtained from studying
of processes, when pion ' is absorbed on the isovector pairs of nucleons '• ''• 4, which is
not mediated by the A resonance or from measurements of polarization observables,
which depend on interferences between diagrams with 7VA and NN intermediate
states 2> °.

In case of ?;-meson production the situation is much more complicated in sense
to extract the information on the short-range N N correlations, since even at. threshold
the role of 3-body forces is non negligible .

But in any case these processes provide an important information about,
and NN" correlations.
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2. The dp —> 3//e7T°(r/°) in collinear geometry

In the general case there are 6 complex amplitudes to describe the dp —>
*HC-K°(T]0) processes. But one gets only 2 independent complex amplitudes A and B
for these processes in collinear geometry 7.

Expressions for cross section, tensor analyzing power and spin correlation pa-
rameters have the following form through these amplitudes *:
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where L, N and S are longitudinal, normal and sideways polarization of particles,
respectively.

The observables CV,N,O,OI CN,S£,O,O and CO,JVN,O,O a r e related as follows:

Note, it is necessary to perform the measurement of the C/v,/v,o,o to obtain the
relative sign of the moduli of A and B even in the case when A and B are in phase,
what means ReAB" = ±\A\ • \B\ and CN,SL,O,O = 0. Note that the spin correlations
CN,SL,O,O and CN,N,O,O are the most informative polarization observables because they
are the interference terms of two amplitudes in contrast with the others and can be
more sensitive to the smallest amplitude.

3. Experimental situation for dp —> 3HeX(X = ir, rj)

3.1. Pion absorption. The deuteron is the simplest system on which pions
can be absorbed. In the last few decades the reaction 7r+d —+ pp (and the time-
reversed reaction pp —> dir+) has been extensively investigated, including polarization
observables, and several partial-wave amplitudes fits have been published to date
(see for instance ref. and references therein). Pion absorption on isoscalar pair of
nucleons dominates mainly via an intermediate ./VA state. At higher energies many
TTN resonances play an important role in this process. We would like to note that in
the collinear geometry for this reaction we also have only 2 independent amplitudes
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and knowledge of cross section , spin transfer coefficient Knn and tensor analyzing
power of deuteron at zero degree could allow to reconstruct both amplitudes.

The absorption on isovector pairs besides being an order of magnitude weaker
than on isoscalar pairs ' is an interference between NN and NA intermediate
states and could provide information about N./V-correlations at short distances. A
partial-wave analysis performed for time-reversed reaction pd —+ (pp(1So)x~)p
demonstrated the dominance of 35i amplitude across the A region. At higher energy
this reaction should carry information on the NN* correlations 13 .

From 7r absorption on 3He near threshold, it is known that S-wave pions are
absorbed mainly on a pairs of nucleons with isospin T = 0 and T = 1. The large
negative T20 measured at threshold is a direct evidence for the two-body absorption
of stopped pions taking place primarily on pairs of nucleons with isospin zero. This
measurement allowed one to estimate that the capture of pions on isoscalar nucleon
pairs in 3He is more than an order of magnitude stronger than on isovector pairs^,
what is in agreement with results obtained from measurements of cross section of
pion absorption at rest and in flight .
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Fig.l Spin correlation CL,L,O,O in
the dp -y3 Hex0 reaction at 6 = 0°
-solid line and at 6 = 180° -dashed
line.

Fig. 2 Prediction for CN,N,O,O at 6 = 0°
in case A and B amplitudes are real.
The point is the value of
threshold.

The measurements of differential cross section and the recent measurements
of both the cross section and the tensor analyzing power T20 near threshold allow
one to reconstruct the moduli of 2 independent amplitudes in this region. To obtain
the relative phase of these amplitudes it is necessary to perform the investigation
of such polarization observables as deuteron-proton spin correlation between both
polarized particles or polarization transfer from polarized deuteron to 3He. The
measurement of such observables near threshold allows one to obtain the relative sign
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of the coupling constants for absorption on isoscalar (go) and isovector (<;i) nucleon
pairs.

In order to get agreement with measured tensor analyzing power T20 at thresh-
old of the dp -+3 Heir" reaction , using realistic wave functions of deuteron and 3He
with D- waves, and the 5-wave ir~ 3He —> nd branching ratio , the authors could
extract numerical values of g0 and g\ coupling constant.

Using the values of these constants and completely symmetrical 3He and
deuteron wavefunctions one can obtain the value of CN,N,O,O = 0.333 ± 0.026. For
realistic wavefunctions with D- waves one gets C/v,/v,o,o = 0.289 ± 0.023. CitL,o,o is
close to zero for both cases .

The value of CJV,N,O,O can be predicted up to sign ambiguity, but the negative
value of Cpi,N,0,0 at threshold is more favorable, when go and gi are assumed to have
the same sign in order to avoid a strong suppression of the n — d branching ratio. One
can see also that CN,N,O,O is very sensitive to short-range NN- correlations. At higher
energies the P-wave contribution dominates and masks NN- correlations. But, on the
other hand, due to this fact pion production on heavier nuclei can be described within
phenomenological pp —> dw+ model . It is necessary also to include in calculations
the 3-body mechanisms " found being very sufficient above threshold *. Predictions
for spin correlations CX,L,O,O and CN,N,O,O are presented in Fig.l and Fig.2, respectively.

3.2. 77 product ion. Due to the 77 isospin this process at threshold is domi-
nated mainly via an intermediate 5n(1535) resonance. Thus, in contrast to the w
case, the low energy rj-3He interaction is very strong and provides information on the
NN* interaction.

From the ratio of cross sections for np —> dr)° and pp —* ppq° one can
estimate that the absorption oh the isoscalar pair of nucleons is also stronger by an
order of magnitude than on the pair with isospin T = 1.

Note that the dp —> 3Heq° reaction having the same spin structure as dp —*
3Heir° is also defined by 2 amplitudes in collinear kinematics. Within two-body
absorption approach the 77- meson at threshold can also be absorbed on a pair of
nucleons with isospin T = 0 and T = 1.

If we neglect the D- waves in the deuteron and 3He, difference between S*
and S waves in the 3He and u, rj exchange diagrams, A and B amplitudes of the
dp —* 3Herf process will correspond to pure TT- and p- contributions, respectively.
The relative phase between A and B amplitudes corresponds to the mixing parameter
between 7r- and p- exchange graphs. The spin correlation CJV,JV,O,O takes the following
form:

CJV,JV,O,O = (0-694 ± 0.052) • cos6, (7)

where the cosS is mixing parameter between TT- and p- contributions .
Of course, to describe this process it is necessary to add to this simplified model

3-body mechanisms , strong FSI due to large complex rj3He scattering length
and so on.

Calculations performed within 2-step model, using amplitudes of pp —> dir+

and -KN —* r)N subprocesses 24 ' , are in good agreement with experimental data on
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the energy dependence of cross section and its angular distribution , but, unfortu-
nately, cannot reproduce measured polarization observables . The most intrigue
prediction of this model is the existence of quasi-bound r)3He state near threshold
and measurements of C/V,AT,O,O could clarify this point.

The production of 77 meson is very interesting because its wave function has
a large ss component and in principle comparison of 77 and JJ' production can be
used to test Okubo-Zweig-Iisuka rule. On the other hand, the ratios of 77/77' and u>/<̂>
production in the dp —» 3HeX are well reproduced within 2-step mechanism 24.

4. Conclusions

Measurements of C/v,/v,o,o (in addition to measured T?a and differential cross
section) realize the program of complete experiment in the case of collinear kinematics
(for dp —> 3//e7r° and dp —* 3Her]° reactions).

From measurement of C/v,/v,o,o at threshold where two-body absorption of pions
dominates, it is possible to remove the sign uncertainty between g0 and g\ coupling
constants.

Measurements of C/v,/v,o,o f°r dp —* 3He.T}° could clarify the role of three-body
mechanisms in the meson absorption and production; the role of 7r,p,7/,w exchanges;
the possibility of existence of quasi-bound ?/3//e state; the dynamical role of ss quark-
antiquark pair in the 770 wave function.

We propose to measure the spin correlations CN,N,O,O '" t'10 dp —• AII Fir" and
dp —> 3Her)° reactions at LHE Accelerator Complex using both polarized deuteron
beam and proton target as the first step in the studying of the coherent, meson pro-
duction in the dp —» 3HeX process. The measurements of spin correlations for exotic
resonant-like scalar states to understand the features of nir interaction; for vector
UJ and <j> mesons production to study the origin of strong OZI-rule violation ^9 and so
on are also proposed within framework of this program.
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